Dominion Voting understands that jurisdictions need flexibility to print ballots wherever needed, in a manner that is simple and straightforward.

**HOW THE MOBILE BALLOT PRINTING MODULE WORKS**

Provides “Vote Anywhere” locations in a cost-efficient and flexible way. Intergrates with voter registration systems to easily print ballots at voter check-in.
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HOW THE MOBILE BALLOT PRINTING MODULE BENEFITS YOU:

Simple: No unnecessary complexity - simple interface and voter registration integration makes it easy for election staff to quickly print the correct ballot style for each voter.

Efficient: Lower cost solution - no click charges per ballot printed. Save on additional printing and storage costs associated with having to provide multiple ballot styles.

Secure: Strong auditability features ensure security and transparency.

An optional module of the Democracy Suite® platform, the Mobile Ballot Printing module seamlessly integrates with the entire Democracy Suite product line.

Flexible

Mobile Ballot Printing gives you the flexibility to use existing print hardware or leverage other commercially available off-the-shelf (COTS) printers to meet your specific needs.

Low Volume

OKIDATA C332DN

Mid Volume

OKIDATA C712DN

High Volume

OKIDATA C931E
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